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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a collaborative guidance system which provides information extracted shared photo collections based on a user’s context. The user’s gaze history is used to determine the user’s situation in the real world. In our proposed system, we use a photograph viewpoint logging (PVL) system, which was previously developed to record the real world as photographs with viewpoint information (based on the photographer's position and direction of gaze). In the prototype of the PVL system, user terminals are equipped with mobile phones with attached motion sensors, a GPS sensor, and a notebook PC for logging the position and orientation of the mobile phone. Based on the PVL system, we design the collaborative guidance system by using multi-gaze history and a shared photograph collection. After a user takes two or three photographs consecutively, the collaborative guidance system provides useful and well-processed content based on the user situation.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, sharing photographs over the Internet has become a popular activity. There are many online photo sharing services such as Flickr [1], Picasa [2], Kodak Gallery [3]. Flickr is widely used as a photograph repository, whereby photographs are tagged and browsed using folksonomic (social indexing) means. In the last few years, the rapid increase in photograph sharing has created a new trend within Internet communities.

Photologs and moblogs are also becoming popular. A photolog is a kind of blogs which mainly contains photographs rather than texts while a moblog is a mobile-enabled blog which allows users to update their blogs from a mobile phone or other mobile device. Today people can send their photos to online photo sharing sites or blogs from their camera phone using services such as Pictavision [4] and LocoBlog [5].

These photologs, moblogs, and shared online photographs could be “Consumer-Generated Media” (CGM) [6]. CGM, as the name represents, is content created by consumers available online. CGM has attracted a lot of attention recently as an effective marketing method. Word of mouth is an example of CGM and there exist a lot of word of mouth marketing sites. For example, mapcomi [7] is a site that allows users to post and share their word-of-mouth information about sightseeing, restaurant, hotels, events, and so on.

Accordingly, we can assume that people are willing to post and share their photographs and comments. In other words, it is reasonable to design a guidance system using shared photo collections collaboratively generated by multiple users.

Advances in sensor technologies have realized mobile phones equipped with a variety of sensors such as a Global Positioning System (GPS) sensor, a motion sensor, and an electronic compass. The GPS sensor makes it possible to track the location of a mobile phone user. It also allows users to add geographical metadata to pictures and they can post and share “geotagged” pictures online [1, 5]. The geotagged pictures can be mapped on to a map so that users can easily know where these pictures were taken or users can search pictures using the geographical information.

An electronic compass or a motion sensor enables an application running on a mobile phone to detect the orientation of the mobile phone. This means that the application can detect which direction the mobile phone user is looking in. Using these sensors, therefore, users can easily add their gaze direction metadata to pictures.

This observation led us to develop a 3D photo-logging system which allows mobile phone users to annotate a part of the real world, e.g., scenery, buildings, monuments and publish the annotation as Blogs [8]. From the CGM point of view, the 3D photo-logging system allows users to create shared collections of photographs with annotations about
objects and events in the real world. With a GPS sensor and a motion sensor, the 3D photo-logging system can obtain a user’s position and gaze direction which are collectively referred to “viewpoint-information” and hence it can exploits viewpoint-based image retrieval [9, 10] to easily access to pictures of interest.

Expanding the idea of 3D photo-logging system, we have developed a gaze-based guidance system for mobile phone users [11]. A user of the gaze-based guidance system can obtain pictures and its explanations based on the user’s position and gaze direction which are automatically sensed by the sensors installed in or attached to a mobile phone. The user does not need to type in keywords that express such as location and points of interest while the user can acquire information about what he or she is looking at.

In this paper, we propose a collaborative guidance system which provides information extracted shared photo collections based on a user’s context. The user’s gaze history is used to determine the user’s situation in the real world. We indistinguishably use the term photograph viewpoint logging (PVL) system in referring to the 3D photo-logging system in this research. To elaborate on our proposed idea, we first define the concept of viewpoint information in Section 2. We describe the principle of a PVL system in Section 3. Then we introduce our idea of a collaborative guidance system in Section 4. Section 5 reviews relevant previous research work. Lastly, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. The concept of viewpoint information

Viewpoint information is basically a 3D vector from the observer’s eye to the point the observer is looking at. Figure 1 illustrates a model of viewpoint. When it is not easy to obtain the exact 3D coordinates of the point, we can use a direction vector, which starts at the observer’s eye and continues in the direction the observer is facing, as the viewpoint information. The direction vector can be calculated from extrinsic parameters, i.e., the position and orientation of the camera that the observer is using.

The most important feature of viewpoint information is that it enables users to search pictures intuitively without the need to specify keywords [10]. Keyword-based searches require users to formulate appropriate queries; however, combining several key words is often insufficient. Users may experience difficulty combining several keywords to formulate a query that can distinguish between images that are very similar. Moreover, keyword-based searches require users to have some knowledge about the image content, so that they can make an appropriate query. This is too restrictive for practical use.

Another retrieval method called “content-based image retrieval” [12, 13], uses features such as color, shape, and texture that are automatically extracted from images. However, photographs taken in the real world, especially those taken outdoors, are usually affected by natural conditions such as sunlight and weather, and artificial conditions such as traffic and crowds. This causes diversity in the image features of the same object under various conditions over time and hence reduces the efficiency of image retrieval. Viewpoint-based searches, on the other hand, are robust against diversity in image features.

Moreover, viewpoint information is useful for organizing and analyzing data associated with spatial data. It has many applications, such as in archaeological information systems [14]. In our previous research, a prototype of the gaze-based guidance system was developed based on the PVL system, which is designed to take full advantage of viewpoint information.

3. Photograph viewpoint logging

3.1. Overview

We use the term “photograph logging” to express the method of recording objects and events in the real world as photographs. Photograph viewpoint logging (PVL) refers to photograph logging using viewpoint information. The viewpoint information is comprised of the user’s position and direction of view when he or she takes a photograph. The user’s position is obtained from the GPS, while the direction of view is obtained from the motion sensor.

The goal of developing the PVL system is to create a framework for recording, organizing, analyzing, searching, and presenting every object and event in the real world with “portable devices,” such as mobile phones, in an intuitive and casual manner. Objects include, for example, buildings, monuments, landscapes, and archaeological sites, and events include, for example, festivals. Anything that exists or happens at a particular location can be a target of the PVL system.
3.2. System configuration and description

In this section, we discuss the basic configuration and description of the PVL system. Our prototype system consists of a server machine and user terminals. A database server, mail server, and integration server are run on the server machine. The PVL database consists of a shared photograph collection, in which the photographs with viewpoint information are stored. A map server and blog server are used to retrieve information from the PVL database.

The user terminals are equipped with mobile phones to which motion sensors are attached, a GPS sensor, and a notebook PC for logging the position and orientation of the mobile phone, as shown in Figure 2. The motion sensor obtains the orientation of the mobile phone when the user takes a photograph. The motion sensor data is transmitted by wireless connection to a receiver, which is connected to the laptop PC via a universal serial bus (USB) port. The GPS sensor obtains the location of the mobile phone.

To obtain the posture of the user from his or her mobile phone, we used AMI601-CG [15] developed by Aichi Micro Intelligent Corporation. The AMI601-CG is an evaluation kit of AMI 601, a six-axis G2 motion sensor, which has a three-axis magnetic sensor and a three-axis accelerometer [16]. We can calculate the direction of the user’s gaze from data about the user’s posture obtained with the mobile phone.

When a user takes a photograph with a mobile phone, he or she sends the photograph to the mail server via e-mail accompanied with a text explanation. Usually the user writes the name or identifier in the “subject” field of the e-mail and writes some comments in the body of the e-mail so that these text explanations can be transformed into the title and description of a blog entry. This increases the readability of the blog.

The motion sensor attached to the mobile phone detects the orientation of the mobile phone every second and sends the information with a timestamp to the laptop PC by a wireless link. The location of the phone is detected by the GPS sensor connected to the PC through a USB port. Note that the position of the mobile phone can be obtained by the GPS sensor installed in the mobile phone itself; however, the reading will not be as accurate. The data on the position and orientation of the mobile phone is automatically uploaded to the 3D viewpoint server. The integration server determines the correct position and orientation data for the picture by comparing the timestamp in the e-mail containing the picture and text with that contained in the position and orientation data. It then stores this data in the database.

Every time the mail server receives e-mail with a picture attached, the picture is processed and stored in the database along with metadata. The metadata include the viewpoint information as well as a picture ID, e-mail date, title (subject of the e-mail), and description (content in the body of the e-mail). The blog server then updates the blog site so that the most recent picture is shown as the latest entry.

4. Proposed collaborative guidance system

In this section, we introduce a collaborative guidance system using multi-gaze history and a shared photograph collection compiled by the photograph viewpoint logging system (PVL system). The collaborative guidance system
is used to support users’ activities based on the user’s situation (e.g., location, conditions, etc.) in the real world. The system configuration is depicted in Figure 3.

We made several assumptions when designing the collaborative guidance system. First, we assume that users are willing to publish and share their photographs online. These shared photographs are stored in a database using the PVL system. Second, users annotate photographs to show, for example, subjects of the photos and their opinions or feelings about the subjects. Third, photographs of objects such as monuments, buildings and landscape are available beforehand with guidance. More the users post their photographs to the system, the more they are given detailed content about what they want to know.

The collaborative guidance system is comprised of the following procedures:

(a) A person uses a mobile phone equipped with the PVL system;
(b) A user takes pictures using the PVL system while walking along the street;
(c) A shared PVL database is used to collect the photographs taken by users;
(d) A server is used to estimate the target object or the point of interest (POI);
(e) A multiple gaze history is used to estimate the user situation;
(f) Based on the POI estimation and user situation, the user guidance content is provided; and,
(g) The content is displayed on the mobile phone.

The prototype of the collaborative guidance system was configured based on the PVL system. However, there are two additional features in the configuration of the collaborative guidance system. First, a PVL server that is a combination of web, map, blog, and database servers is used to estimate the POI of the user and the user situation. Second, the PVL server sends the content to the user’s mobile phone.

4.1. POI estimation

In this section, we describe how to estimate the POI of the photograph using the following two steps:

Step 1 Object identification
Step 2 POI determination

In object identification, first, a field of view (FOV) is determined by using the viewpoint information of the photograph. The position of viewpoint information gives the position of the user. Meanwhile, the direction of viewpoint information is the gaze direction, which is the user’s view direction. The position of viewpoint information forms the center point of a circle, as shown in Figure 4. A triangle is obtained by using the horizontal angle of view (θ), in which the horizontal angle of view can be obtained by simply taking the width of the picture or the scope of the camera lens.
In the PVL system, the collection of stored photographs is updated continually in the PVL database. The PVL database is assumed to be shareable among users. One of the functions of the PVL server is to determine the user’s situation based on multi-gaze history. First, the PVL server analyzes consecutively the photographs received by the integration server. Based on the sequence of POIs of the photographs, the PVL server decides the user’s situation. Lastly, the PVL server sends the most appropriate content to the user.

In order to describe how the PVL server utilizes the multi-gaze history, we use the scenario shown in Figure 5. In the figure, the sequence of POIs corresponds to the user position and direction the user is facing when taking photographs. Suppose a user initially stands at location P1 and takes the first photograph in the viewpoint towards building A. Then, the user moves further away, and stands at location P2, and takes the second photograph. Finally, the user moves again and stands at location P3, and takes the third photograph. According to the three consecutive photographs, we analyze the multi-gaze history and categorize them into four possible cases as follows:

**Case #1** When the second photograph is taken and the result of gaze history is building A → building A, the POI is building A.

**Case #2** When the third photograph is taken and the result of gaze history is building A → building B → building A, the user cannot decide which building to go into.

**Case #3** When the third photograph is taken and the result of gaze history is building A → building B → building B, the POI is building B.

**Case #4** When the third photograph is taken and the result of gaze history is building A → building B → building C, the user is taking a stroll or has not settled on his or her destination.

The above cases can be simplified into a flow chart as depicted in Figure 6. Based on the cases mentioned above, the PVL server determines the user’s situation and proposes the most suitable content to the user.

### 4.3. Content for collaborative guidance system

After a user takes two or three photographs consecutively, the PVL server determines the user situation and sends the most appropriate content to the user’s mobile phone. Since the mobile phone is a portable device constraint, the content is limited to a certain size. However, before the most suitable content can be sent to the user, the PVL server needs to decide which content will be sent. This is based on the user situation by looking at all the possible cases, as described in the previous section. In these cases, we propose an example of content of the collaborative guidance system by assuming a user is taking photographs using a mobile phone while walking along the street. The proposed content of the collaborative guidance system is dynamically changed according to the user situation. For example, every time the user takes another photograph the displayed content changes interactively according to the criteria of the cases. Figure 7 shows an example of the content of the collaborative guidance system.

Next, we elaborate on the content that corresponds to the derived cases. The left image of Figure 7 represents Case 1 or Case 3, where the POI is building A or B, respectively. Therefore, a generic description is provided, and icons are displayed in soft key pop-ups at the bottom of the mobile phone screen. The generic description contains an image and text about the buildings. For example, building A is a restaurant. Information about the type of restaurant, menu,
Figure 7. An example of content of the collaborative guidance system: Left: The POI is building A and building B for Cases #1 and #3, respectively. A generic description is provided, and icons are also displayed at the bottom of the mobile phone screen. Center: In Case #2, two alternative buildings are shown so that the user can easily decide which one to choose. Right: In Case #4, a map of the surrounding area is shown in the main window. Positions and directions of the three most recent positions where the user took photographs are indicated by the solid arrows. Other users’ photographs with their positions and directions are also shown, whereby the dotted arrows represent the viewpoint information of other users’ photographs.

beside the main content above, the collaborative guidance system also provides an additional content tailored to the user based on his or her profile stored in the mobile phone. Icons are used to link to the additional content. In order to elaborate more about the additional content, we present two examples for Case #1 and Case #4 in the next following paragraph.

Figure 8 illustrates an example of icons to be displayed in a soft key pop-up content for Case #1. There are three icons. Assume that building A is a restaurant. The first icon contains the most relevant information of interest about the target object. For example, the information is about the best table for corresponding user to sit at in order to be able to enjoy a garden view or listen to a jazz band in the restaurant. In the right side of the figure, the first icon displays a pop-up overlap window, which contains content about the garden view of the restaurant. The second icon contains a summary of useful information about other events happening at the same restaurant, which user may be interested in after having dinner there. This information is processed and obtained from the PVL database based on the user profile. The last icon could be used for further details about the restaurant, such as user comments, related topics, etc. For Case #2, the content of the icons is similar to Case #1 or Case #3.

On the other hand, the icon-based content for Case #4 is different from the others. This is because the main content...
of Case #4 is part of a map of the surroundings, which is different from a building, as in the other cases. Here, we show the difference by naming the icons with letters and numbers, e.g., H1, H2, and H3. Figure 9 shows an example of text-based icons to be displayed in a soft key pop-up content for Case #4. Since the user does not know where to go or visit, the first, second, and third icons contain information of interest about other recent user events in order to help the user decide which one to select. In the right side of Figure 9, the first text-based icon displays a pop-up overlap window, which contains content of interest about the house. These photographs and text are retrieved from photographs taken by other users in the PVL database.

5 Related Work

Among many photo sharing services, Flickr [1] is one of the most popular service. It uses tagging mechanism which allows people to add labels to photographs taken by others as well as themselves. This mechanism enables users to easily organize and find photographs. They can add geographical information as a tag to photographs in order to view these geotagged photos over maps.

Flickr and other online photo sharing services aim to provide users with sharing experiences and communication among users. Vronay and Davis [17] argued that sharing photos through online is not as compelling as sharing photos face-to-face. This is because the text annotation for the sharing photos online does not convey the emotion and feelings as sharing photos face-to-face. However, our motivation is not to give a function for conveying the emotion and feelings related to photographs but to give a proper guidance in a real world using collaboratively collected photo collections.

Attempts at photo blogging from mobile phones were also pursued by Pictavision [4]. Photo blogging system is also called Moblogging. Moblogging is mobile-enabled blog that allows users to post photographs from anywhere. Examples of the Moblogging are LifeBlog and LocoBlog. The LifeBlog is a digital photo album tool designed with mobile phone photographers and bloggers in order to allow users to view, search, edit, and share the photographs and messages. LocoBlog is a mobile phone application which supports location-based mobile photo blogging. Users of LocoBlog can post pictures with geographical information and view photographs on the map.

“MobShare” is a mobile phone based picture sharing system that enables immediate, controlled, and organized sharing of mobile pictures, and browsing, combining, and discussion of the shared photographs [18]. The system is based on a client-server architecture. It focuses on new ways of promoting discussion in sharing photographs and enabling the combination and comparison of personal and shared pictures.

In [19] the current digital co-present solutions that in-
cludes tabletop interfaces is presented. It is great for sharing digital photos, but lack the portability. Leonard and Marsden [20] propose a mobile application, which allows users to share photos with other co-present users by synchronizing the display on multiple mobile devices. This work different from our work because the contents that are displayed on the mobile phone is asynchronous manner. One obvious weakness of this work is that the group size is limited to four participants at one time.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed a collaborative guidance system for real-world applications by extending the PVL system, which records photographs together with their corresponding viewpoint information (position and gaze direction) and explanations. The collaborative guidance system provides useful information retrieved from shared photo collections based on the user’s context that is estimated from the user’s gaze history. We believe that the collaborative guidance system will make it easier to access real-time information in the real world.

We intended to improve the collaborative guidance system with a new method of achieving operational usability. In order to develop a collaborative guidance system that is aware of the user’s situation (e.g., location-based information, mood, preferences), in the future we will also focus on investigating the PVL server to distill the content at the proper level of abstraction depending on the user situation. Further research is required to examine the challenges of the collaborative guidance system in the field of personal privacy.
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